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Preface
A life in design is characterized by hypersensitivity to the ceremonies of life. It is a way of proceeding that is made vital by engagement with
the issues of life. It is the means to connect disparate pieces of information and make them whole. The essence of design thought is defined
by the belief that it is possible to make the ordinary sublime. At the core of design action is the possibility to enrich the human experience. It
is driven by cultural legacies and personal experiences as diverse as the species of the plants that comprise our planet. It must have at its
foundation empathy for others. Design is therefore not a noun defined by a precious artifact; rather, it is a verb measured by its actions .
Apart from engagement with life, in the hands of talented and intelligent practitioners, there is a temptation for design strategies to become
self-indulgent. Engaged with life, Design has meaning.
The Morrill Act of 1862 established the land-grant college with the intention to engage higher learning with the needs of agriculture and
manufacturing in order to enhance the quality of life for the citizens of the nation. The land-grant act is a contribution to higher learning as
important as the classical studies of the English university and the research tradition of the German institution. It is the American contribution
to the evolution of attitudes about the life of a university and the needs of society. Within the context of a land-grant institution it is imperative
that citizen design be a first priority. It is in this context that an investigation of relevance in the design act be undertaken.
The need for design talent beyond the lights, the periodicals and the affluent client is great. Rural communities are struggling to maintain a
way of life that is as essentially American as any other characteristic of our country. Children and family environments demand our attention
from school to home in a time of uncertainty and transformation. Universal design strategies inspire solutions that address physical challenges by introducing products that are better for everyone.
The manifestations of relevance in design thought and action can be found all around in the form of products, buildings and environments.
It can be seen in the public art that inspires us as we pass and in the newspaper we read. Design strategies make places accessible as we
grow older and signal an inclusive view of our society. It is a test of our relevance and therefore of our importance in society as designers.
If we wish to be valued as designers we must see to it that design is a strategy to address the most basic needs of our communities. If we
wish to be valued, we must reach out beyond the circle of the effete to those who need our energy and our talents.
Relevance is a comm itment to conscience.

Marvin J . Malecha, FAIA, Dean of the College of Design
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Ed~tors~ ~ntroduct~on
The College of Design emerged at NC State University during the mid-20th century under the erudite guidance of Dean Henry Kamphoefner
with a sensibility evolved from the Bauhaus method and a desire to forge a new philosophy of design:
Verum lpsum Factum ("Truth throug h making").
Although "truth" suggests a fixed and prescriptive goal, the notion of "making" paradoxically suggests a fluid and active process. Recognizing
the legacy of this design philosophy, the editors of this publication accept its inherent paradoxes while promoting the evolution of its interpretation. Volume 31: Relevance, The Student Publication of the College of Design seeks an understanding of an elusive goal, which is no
less valid for its elusiveness. Relevance is a truth that is realized in process, not in prescription.
In pursuit of its founding principle, The College of Design comprises five distinct disciplines: Architecture, Art and Design, Graphic Design ,
Industrial Design and Landscape Architecture. This diversity is the College's greatest strength, promoting both the individual advancement
of each discipline and the collective embrace of identifiable commonalities. Volume 30: Continuum, The Student Publication of the College
of Design returned to circulation with a retrospective glance and, in so doing, revealed the rich fabric of ideas generated by this environment
of interdisciplinary exchange. It is this notion of interdisciplinary exchange that inspired Volume 31: Relevance.
The question of relevance in the design disciplines is one of motivation and meaning. Relevance is a topic that asks familiar questions:
"Why?" "How?" and "For Whom?" As editors , we asked these questions knowing that no definitive answer existed, and that those
answers we found might be true only for a moment. Yet, if the truth of relevance is constantly changing and inherently personal, why
should it be a topic pursued by designers today? The answer to this question may be found in its asking. In an epoch where speed
and image are often desirable, it is sometimes difficult to pause long enough to grasp the humanity buried amid the data and the gloss.
Process is often lost to product, a truth antithetical to the founding principles and sustained mission of the Col lege of Design. Relevance
is the search to rediscover process.
Volume 31: Relevance, The Student Publication of the College of Design presents the work of a group of designers who, on the surface, fall
into a number of disparate categories, negotiating issues spanning technology and manufacturing processes, economic class and culture,
and environmental design considerations. Yet, all of the contributions to this volume are attempts to determine relevance by establishing
new voices and identifying new audiences able to benefit from the exceptional potentialities of design. Relevance has never been more difficult to achieve than it is today in our increasingly fragmented and complex society; however, we must continue to pursue the question of
relevance for the sake of those whose lives our work impacts directly. Relevance is a topic impossible to define but one which will not stand
to be overlooked.
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image on previous pages by Franklin
Bost: reconstructive implants

Designed for
Implantation
by Frank~~n Bost
Franklin Bost received his Bachelor~ degree in Product Design at the NC State
College ofDesign and is currently the president ofPore.>: Surgical Products Inc.
in Atlanta, Ga. Bast's research has made a significant contribution to material,
product andprocedural innovations in the field ofcraniofacial reconstruction. The
implantations, tools, andprocesses designed by Bost and his collaborative team
facilitate reconstruction offacial trauma resultingfrom vehicle accidents, cancer,
and birth defects. The success ofhis work is a result ofcontinuous communication
between both the patients who receive the implrmts and the doctors who are the
surgical experts in the field. As rt designer, Bost instigates collaboration with the
mamifacturers, techniciam, engineers, and medical and computer technicians who
produce tbe final implant. His work demonstrates the potential ofdesigners to
resolve complex problems by integrating a wide range oftechnologies and expertise.
By 2004, Porex had developed aprocess in wbich sterile implants could be designed,
produced and delivered to a hospital itt less than30 days. As a pioneer in a field
typically neglected by designers, Bost utilizes his talents to evolve a process that is
dramatically improving the quality ofpeople~ lives.
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Des1gn educat1on prepares students with critical thinking skills. a
ative vision, planning techniques, collaborative experience and pi
sentation methods that can be applied to an endless variety of cOl
plex problems. When focused in the medical/surgical area, thef
skills yield surprising resu lts. During the past decade, Porex Surgic
Group, Inc. has been built into a global surgical device company th
produces biomaterial for craniofacial reconstruction. Porex nnarke
unique products to medical specialties that repair facial trauma, 0
rect congenital anomalies, repair the skull structure following surge
and perform aesthetic facial plastic surgery.
Designing medical devices requires specialized knowledge of tt
user's needs (the doctor. surgeon, technician, nurse) and the consu
er's needs (the patient). In-depth knowledge of regulatory pathways
clearance or approval, reimbursement issues, and the normal liabi'
patent. and program funding issues is also fundamental. Nunnero.
professionals are essential to a product's conceptual developm£
and successful commercialization. Each approaches his/her role
the process from a unique background and skill. Designers can 1
instrumental in collaborating with and coordinating the efforts of
these professionals to achieve their vision of the innovative, easy
use, cost-effective product.
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search for the perfect alternative to the gold standard is ongoing a1
is the subject of extensive biomaterial and tissue engineering resea
and development around the globe.

samples are made for surgeon review and sign-off before proceeding
to produce sterile units for implantation for clinical evaluation. Sterile
prototype product for clinical evaluation must be produced under the
same documented manufacturing and quality control systems for
commercially available products.

From Harvested Grafts to Biomaterials
In human craniofacial reconstructive surgery, the "gold standard"
material has always been the patient's own tissue, such as a cranial
bone, iliac crest (hip) bone, rib bone or cartilage. Grafts from these
areas are harvested from the patient 's body and transplanted to the
required surgical site. When this suitable "autogenous" graft material
is not available, "allograph" cadaver material or "alloplast" biomaterials are used. Alloplastics are materials, which can be naturally occurring, such as hydroxyapitite (coral) or man-made, such as synthetic
hydroxyapitite, polymers for sutures (PVA, PLA), vascular grafts
(PTFE), facial reconstruction materials (PVA, PLA, silicone and polyethylene), metals for orthopedic implants or pacemaker housings, etc.
The defining characteristic is that they have a high degree of biocompatibility with human tissue and are thus suitable for implantation. The
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During the past 30 years, research and development in porous pr
mers for craniofacial reconstruction and augmentation has Yielded
versatile biomaterial option to the gold standard autogenous rnat91
Polyethylene as a raw material is available with a wide range of cr
acteristics and molecular weights . It is used to produce a huge vark
of products from trash bags to toys to orthopedic implant co
nents. High-density polyethylene (HOPE) is a simple linear hydro.
bon structure of: CH3-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3. Its high molecular wei
contains no monomers or short chain polymers that can leach out ;
surrounding tissue. This porous polyethylene material has evolved
a routine replacement or augmentation material for the boney st·
ture of the skull and cartilage in the nose and ears.
In the early 1970s, Dr. Barry Sauer, a biomaterial researcher
Clemson University, wanted to study the potential for using poro.
high-density polyethylene (pH OPE) as an implantable material. s a.
believed that pHDPE would prove to be biocompatible and al
host tissue to integrate the material creating a long-terrn, stat

lllll!liDI cranial implants
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Customized Implants
Trauma from motor vehicle accidents, falls, gunshot wounds, postcancer reconstruction and congenital anomalies create surgical
needs for craniofacial [bone] reconstruction. Especially complex surgical cases require unique and innovative solutions. As always, autogenous bone is the first choice of reconstruction material; however,
alloplastic biomaterials are utilized for reconstruction, often due to
medical reason s or insufficient available donor material. Since these
requirements are for a specific patient and more complex than standard implant designs, customized implants can be created on a prescription basis. Due to the cost and complexity of these surgeries, a
document and procedures package is avai lable for the surgeon and
hospital to obtain prior approval from insurance companies. For many
years, customized implants were designed by hand and produced in
a process that normally took eight to ten weeks, an acceptable time.
Yet shorter times would provide earlier repair and savings in hospital
and home care expenses.
To simplify and speed the process, a project team composed of
engineers, designers, computer technicians, software vendors and
marketing personnel was assembled. The goal was to routinely provide sterile implants in less than 30 days and have "stat" fast action
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cheek bone implant detail

implants available at the hospital in less than 10 days. A simplifier
procedure developed and activated in 2004 achieved this goal of leS!
than 30-day service:

Step 1 The patient's surgeon has the hospital radiologist pertorn
a CT (computerized topography) scan to map the boney strucu
of the patient's skull. Th is scan is sent via optical disk ore-mailer
to a secure company website and downloaded into a design con
puler. Specialized software then recreates the slices of the C
scan into a three-dimensional image of the skull and defect area
Step 2 The designer, using his knowledge and talent, then create
an implant shape on the computer to normalize the contour of tr
missing or deficient bone. Often the contour of the contra-later.
portion of the skull can be captured with the software, reverse
and used to create the external surface of the desired implant. A
the number of customized implants increases, design history file
can be utilized to adapt to similar defects in new patients.
Step 3 Once files of the skull image are completed, implant sha
and position on the skull are then posted on a password-protecte
website. Surgeons are notified in separate e-mails of the Postin
site location and password for access to the specific patient's dat

-<\
t-1

and implant design. The surgeon can view these fi les online after
downloading a free 3- D viewer. All images can be rotated 360
degrees for complete viewing of the shapes. If the surgeon is satisfied with the shape and fit of the implant, a prescription form for
the customized implant can be downloaded, signed, and faxed to
the company. All these steps can be accomplished within a few
hours of receipt of the CT scan.

Step 4 Once proper surgeon authorization is received at the com pany, CAM software is used to create a mold for production of th~
implant. All customized 1mplants are then manufactured 1n environmentally controlled clean rooms , and subject to the same quality standards and sterilization as the routine production shapes.
Step 5 The final step is surgical reconstruction. After exposing
the implant site, the surgeon places the Implants and makes m1nor
fit adjustments as may be required . Fixat.ion to the surrounding
bone is made with small cran1ofac1al t1tan1um plates and screws.
Because of the custom fit of the implant, considerable time and
overhead expense is saved in the operating room.

,utogenous material is still the gold standard in surgery and will
main so for the foreseeable future; however, through close commu-
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nication and understanding of customer needs, coupled with innovative research and design methods, our design team has developed
cost-effective alternatives for routine and complex craniofacial surgical corrections. The search for improved implant materials contin ues with research in alloplast materials and tissue engineering. The
promise of tissue engineering and regen erati ve medicine is receiving
considerable funding as a way to produce body components such as
skin, vessels and bone. Commercialization of this work is generally
accepted as 10 to 20 years in the future. Satisfaction for the designer
comes in enhancing people's lives through this work, while the customers carry the product with them for the rest of theirs. ~
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hood. With this diagonal train track and elevated train track run ning through, that is also very particular and interesting.
You can find amazing things all over the place, and I think to
some extent having a child teaches you that. When you are looking at architecture all of the time, you start to only look at bui ldings or small architectural details; you are not looking at all of
the other parts of life. Then you go out with little kids, and in any
place they see everything and get so excited. Children find these
tiny and amazing things all over, and it inspires you to look again
in a different way and see what they see.

lliiJ So maybe it is not as hopeless as it seems at first, when you
see a repetitive landscape of tract housing and parking lots.

make something, and to be involved in making something physica
that will shape an experience or a memory for somebody else.

lliil Your buildings are often informed by the present as well historica
context of their site, but in many ways they also seem to respond tc
what will be the future history of the site.

liD Yes, I think it's one of the most interesting things about being ar
architect ... I think that's why an architect always seems to die working
You're always thinking, well maybe there's one last thing I can finish o
I can make, and leave.

lliiJ One final question, have there been any spaces from which yO!
have recently garnered particular inspiration?

lliJI I grew up in a tract house in New Jersey, so I certainly knew
that kind of neighborhood. It is a neighborhood that I both grew
up in and left, but I do believe that there are always amazing
opportunities around the corner.
lliiJ I recently saw Tod Williams give a lecture in Washington. The
keynote address was given by Neal Denari, and the symposium
was based on the topic of speed ...

lliJI Right, and Tod talked about slowness.
lliiJ I thought that it was a provocative contrast, exploring how
the process of slowness is valid in many ways that speed is not.
II!JI I think that they are just two different ways of working , and
that both are interesting and valid. In some ways, we are sort of
old fashioned. But if you look at the work of younger architects, I
think the only real difference is that they place emphasis on different things. In the end we all want to make something that makes
a powerful and wonderful experience. That is a great legacy, to

.,·..
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lliJI There are spaces that are very obvious and sort of touchstones
The Pantheon is always a touchstone, when we're in Rome we Will gc
there several times throughout the day, just to see where the light ano·
the shadows are falling. Then there are stranger spaces; Tod alwa _
used to say that the view from the inside of the Statue of Liberty is an
amazing space, because the copper is so thin, you really are inside
this fold, it's just an amazing sculptural space. Then there's the kind o·
empty space, empty places of the West, where you understand ho11
insignificant people and architecture are. These are also very irnpCJf
tant to me. I enjoy long views very much, which is strange because
live in a c ity with short views, but you can always look up the stree . ~
and the avenues, and there you get a form of a long view. I guess
we live our lives trying to make these powerful spaces, but I also like
being reminded in the end how unimportant it is. Daily life and dai~
connections are equally important, and I think that's a good thing l'vt1
learned working with my husband. We try to see the office as a fami~
situation . I think those daily connections help feed and nourish o
work, and our sense of ourselves. 1o.

lllll!liDI entrance: folk art museum
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images by Frank Harmon;
Desert Nomad House by Rick Joy Architects

Interview
w~th R~ck

Joy

Rick Joy, AlA, isprincipal ofRick Joy ArchitectJ, Ttmon, Arizona, and
Midiel~j Can you describe how the architecture of the Southwest and
recipient ofnumerotu duign awards, i11cluding the National Design Museums
its distinct community have influenced your work?
Architect of the Year awardfor 2004.Joy visited the NC State College ofDesign
in the spring of2004 as the Harwell Hamilton Harris Lecturer.
. . My work is not that influenced by the architecture of the regior
Of course there's this beautiful and refined straight-line architecturE
in thefollowing interview, Joy talks about the lessons ofthe design-build
in the landscape of the adobe buildings. It's really how you have t
process that deji11ed thefirst few years ofhis career, and then looks ahead to the
build them . But beyond that I'm a lot more influenced by the minima
possibilities andpotential pitfalls ofprojects which are becoming increasingly
ist landscape artists who have done major things like Turrell and his
larger tmd more complex. Joy argues that, at any scale and regardless ofthe degree
crater, Judd at Marfa, and Michael Heizer, and all those guys, Waite
ofcomplexity, succmful architecture cn11 only be realized through hard work
~e Maria. The:e's always another position they take .. .their reading
andpersonal involvement with n project and its clients. Thoughtful engagement
It s so st1mulat1ng. It makes me really look closely. "Readings" is the
with the ltmdscape and consideration ofarchitectural sites as places that humans
way I say it.
experience-these ore what inspire lasting architecture, not sensational forms or
But there's this whole movement Kenneth Frampto n started wit~
buildings justified solely by a theoretical position.
critical regionalism. I don't really believe that I'm a player. Because
what's happened is that regardless of what region you're in peopl
think that by looking closely at the vernacular and then just tweakin
it to fit today's perspective on different things like construction an lifestyle, that that's being regional. To me that just develops skin-deep
styles, not regional styles. That is just too shallow for me. I need mor
and have more to offer. So there's a lot we can learn from the build
ings in our region , but everyone around us deserves the same level
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unity become my opportunity to express myself. What I've
is just let myself get very personal and offer some deep
and some inc redibly hard work to make it special on other
levels. The Tubac House is an expressive form, all of the work is. But
it's moving for them (the client) and for me to be there because of the
way that we took the landscape away and re-introduced it with these
edited little vignettes behind the walled courtyard. A cool guy made
the front door for us at good price, and how good the owners feel
every time they open it, whether th ey think abo ut it or not, is beautiful.
Just being personal is a greater gift to your clients than making some
incredible expression .

l::pdi.!JOi When you involve yourself personally with a project and the
client, can other people come away with a different experience from
that building just as meaningful as what you had intended originally?

R

Napa is for Francis Ford Coppola, we're just kind of thrown into th
intense world that 's bigger.
I have a great office now, seven people including me. How to kee
it personal is the question . I'm outsourcing a lot of things. I've got
development office that does my management, internal managemer
and all the paperwork. I have an accounting firm that does office m
agement for me, and an associate firm that does a lot of drafting un
our guidance. So, I can still have this small, cool little office; I cans
be in the room with everybody, and they can listen to me talking
the phone. Everyone knows the bigger picture. They hear me answt
questions the way I answer them . There's no real answer Yet, bL
keeping it personal is the key.

M§id!.lti So

you're in the process of understanding how the.
changes will affect your approach to your work?

It 's not personal expression, but just do ing the hard work and Yes, and it may take forever. But I do know I'm smart enough
caring on every level until I know th at I haven't comprom ised. If somenot take too much work. You see people go down; a lot of architec
body doesn't like it, it doesn't matter to me. It's not personal expresstarted out with really beautiful work and then got hungry. You
"What happened?" Well, it's because it's really hard to say, "No." '{I
sion . It's not whether they like it or not. It's not like I did a sculpture,
and I'm hoping everyone likes it. The building is for them, for Warren
know, they're not just houses in Tucson for $400,000 any more. It's
$5 million house right next to Bob Hope's in Palm Springs; it's a hou.
and Rose or Jack. A lot of people say that, but I genuinely have that
hanging off a cliff in Nashville; it's a house in Vail and a studio a1
feeling. I just went to the Catalina House after o nly having looked at it
building at the University of Maine; modular housing in Seattle. 1 wa
in pictures for two years. It was my first house. You know, we made
all of those! You go down fast if you don't stay personal. I'm just n
the little book with Princeton, and the house became thi s icon for me
like the architecture we study. I started feeling how great it was, and
interested in the money. There's nothing I want to buy, so it's enou
to get a nice little house, a nice little place to live and work. We j ·
I had to catch myself. I said, "Whoa! I did thi s; I remember thi s!" It
take all the money w e get and spend it on other projects.
was so loved by the client; they put little things around the house and
planted a couple more plants. That 's where the rush is. The c hase is
Ml!iji4i Because you started out building your own designs, do
to let being personal make something really special.
think that attitude, even if you don't continue to build your own build in.
will continue to have an influence on your process in future projects?
l:tibl•lti How do you th ink scale beg ins to affect the foc us and quality
of your projects?
. . Well no, it 's been just a reaction to it. The contractors for all tl
projects in my book are extremely well budgeted. Even the one thWe're getting bigger now, and in January, we started a $40 millooks really high end, the Tubac House, wasn't even a million bu c~
lion hotel project. So we've gone from $1 million houses to $40 million
You see the numbers from contractors, and you say, "I know I c a n c
luxury hotels. We've got houses now in Moab and Napa; the one in

B
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studio of Rick Joy;
Mll:!lilll photo by Frank Harmon
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Sutcliffe is 6'-1" and I am 5'-2". We decided the chair had to be comfortable for both of us for it to be successful. Two mahogany prototypes of the chair (above right) were built in a custom millwork shop,
and they now sit around the fireplace in the Muskoka boathouse.
In collaboration with Nienkamper, a modern Canadian furniture
manufacturer, we experimented with pressed and molded wood as
a means of shaping this chair. We worked directly with owner and
pioneer Klaus Nienkamper and Nienkamper's master-craftsman Willy
Ewaschuk to test our design ideas in their Toronto factory.
Prototypes of different pieces of the chair were created in Nienkamper's
factory using their sophisticated equipment and vacuum presses.
Each piece was scrutinized, critiqued and reworked. The ShimSutcliffe studio also generated fu ll-sized, cardboard mock-ups to synthesize the numerous minor adjustments needed to refine the design
and address the limitations of the fabrication process. The collaborative process between Nienkamper and Shim-Sutcliffe reflects a desire
to design an elegant mass produced chair that shares many affinities
with our previously custom-made prototypes.
Gerald Sheff, half of the client team for the Muskoka boathouse, coined
the name of the HAB Chair. He is an avid Montreal Canadiens hockey
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lli'!I!DI fu ll-scale HAB Chair prototypes

•

photo by Brigitte Shim

lllm!I!D full -scale HAB Chair prototypes

•

pho to by John Howa rth
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was designed for a covered outdoor dining area that is part of the
Muskoka Boathouse. Drawings explored the possibility of grouping
mylar chips wi thin a "ready-made" mason jar which is suspended by
a stainless steel cable to create a hanging outdoor lamp.

. . HAS Bug Lamp
•

photo by Steve More t tJ

. . HAB Bug Lamp sketch

The initial prototype was adjusted, altered and developed for production. The mylar chips were refined into cast-resin discs embedded
with a phosphorescent powd er that glows for up to 90 minutes after
the light is turned off. Lamp components consist of ready-made sci entific glass , cast-resin organic discs, stainless steel mesh and rods . .._
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sketch by Howard Sutcliffe
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lllil!liDI private/ public
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indoor/outdoor

•

llm!li'l phasing

•

physically with the exterior. Any increased costs required to accomplish
this transparent connectivity, while maintaining privacy, is balanced by
a reduction in square footage and an expansive spatial perception.

Phasing: The static conception of the typical home requires the construction of the entire structure and all of it amenities in one burst.
As a result the threshold for home ownership is increased, and the
traditional market produces a nomadic attitude that requires one to
move to a larger house. The prototype houses are based on the idea
of mutability: the allowance for the expansion and contraction of the
house based upon changing needs. The composition established
through an efficiency of modularity and sequencing provides for the
segmental construction of the home.

Experience: The typical home subscribes to features rather than
architecture to fabricate "quality." Subscribing to a compositional connectivity, the prototype houses rely upon a return to form and space
to orchestrate the experience of architecture.
Cost: A comparative cost analysis positions the prototype within the
same boundaries as those of conventional construction, adjusting traditional distributions to increase the quality of the architectural experience while maintaining or even decreasing the cost.

Modularity: Relying upon the dimensional quality of materials, the
prototype houses minimize material waste and standardize structural ,
cladding and finish dimensions to reduce the complexity of the systems and to minimize labor. Employing durable natural materials, the
prototype houses simplify the ever-increasing complexity of contem porary systems and rely upon the beauty and intrinsic properties of
the material.
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Program House [House 01]
The Program House relies upon three primary guiding principles:
the articulation of form based upon program, the collection of these
articulated programs on an indoor-outdoor plinth and the ability to
phase these programs over time. Separated by section into public
and private zones, each function is one of a series of distinct pavilions.
Their collection results in interstitial space that bridges and blurs the

booodacy aod oompoctmeota/izatioo of both pmg,.m aod h'"" ·
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program house p lan

l!mli!D model
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IIR!I grad ient house plan

•mil
•

model

Gradient House [House 06]
The Gradient House zones public and private functions into two bars.
Relying upon material modularity, th e simple boxes use these innate
geometries to define their proportion, location and skin composition.
The bars, identical in exterior proportion, subscribe to two diverse
spatial types: a free plan and a compartmentalized cellular space.
Associated with public and private, day and night, open and closed,
each realm identifies itself relative to the other. The floor plates slide
past each of the boxes to create a substantial rear porch.

Constellation House [House 14]
The Constellation House shifts the traditional responsibility of the wall
to the roof. The result is an internal world articulated by large roof
apertures that organize the house with light. The perimeter is perforated with three portals for entry. The modular panelized box relies
upon its figurative roof for its formal exterior articulation and internal
spatial organization. The dimensions and quality of the aperture correlate with the associated space below and the activities they illuminate.
Movement between the shafts of light draw the inhabitant through
the house by defining function and experience simultaneously. The
efficiency of the narrow plan , combined with the vertical orientation
of the formal composition, allows for a double density to the site. The
result
is a to
reduction
of land. cost that allows the liberated funds to be
reapplied
the roofscape
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1age on previous pages by Studio £;
~soro Grove

Principles of Good
Housing

by
Eric Naslund, FA I A , is principal and design partner ofStudio E Architects,
rm Diego, Calif tudio E has been involved in severn/ housing projects that
serve low -income rmd under-servedjr1milies. Naslund describes w hat he calls
"architectuml j ujitsu" wbere Studio E explores the potentir1l ofcollaborating with
non-profit dev elopers to create buildings that are environmentally responsible and
urbanisitcally responsive, which enhance everyday livingfor their inhabitants.
\'(/bile opemting r1s a successfulfor -profit firm, tbeir work outside oftbe
tnrditional arcbitect-dient relationship has allowed Studio E to pursue a positive,
socially motivated agenda, responding to the landscape in which their work is
situated and to the clients whom they serve.

Er~c Nas~und

So often the des1gn of hous1ng 1n Amenca is a pro-forma exercise.
By this I mean that the making of housing can be a kind of mechanistic process that is concerned primarily w ith production and costs.
The exercise is largely a quantitative one. Housing becomes a kind of
product and not a place.
There is no question that the housing need in this country is
great-particularly for low-income individuals and families-and
makin g a place for everyone is important. But where does design
fit in? How is the architect to be relevant in the making of housing?
Is there a place for inquiry and investigation? Can we meet the need
while making places of quality and graceful accommodation?
I believe that there is no necessary conflict between strategies of production and insistence on design. It is possible to marry an agenda of
humane and livable places with the processes and terms of housing
production. To do so requires acceptance of certain realities.

Strategy
The architect must develop an intimate understanding of the means of
financing and production of housing, developing the ability to speak the
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DI!JI Torso Grove:
•

Set on a leftover parcel near the U.S./Mexico border, Tesoro Grove is sandwiched between a freeway, a pump station and the back side of adjacent
properties. In response to this setting, the project is
organized around an internal village street that links
plazas, common areas and a large community lawn.
Buildings form and overlook these spaces to create a continuous and legible public realm . Porches,
terraces and stoops give individual units a safe yet
engaged relationship with the larger community.

language of the others who play crucial roles in making housing happen.
Without this knowledge, the process can be monolithic and unyielding.
Knowing the underlying structure allows the architect to investigate and
find creative ways to navigate through . Understanding the agendas of
the other players allows the architect to graft on and expand the issues
of importance. This might be thought of as architectural jujitsu, where
the opponent's force is redirected rather than absorbed.

Redirection is based on seven notions:
Specificity
We seek the idiosyncratic and particu lar. Generic solutions do not
interest us, instead we ground the work In the specifics of place.
Most housing design in this country does the opposite, but we
have had some success because our efforts are Inferential rath er
than referential. The connections to t he context are not literal but
still understandable. In one case, citing a suburban community's
agrarian past allowed us to use metal siding and stenciled address
numbers. Our work rejects generic solutions, grounding itself
instead in the specifics of place.

Agenda
At Studio E our redirecting addresses aspects of places we admire
and think are important to the making of places worth inhabiting.
Some of this redirecting is accomplished with attitude, some by technique and some through pure persuasion. Most of the time all three
are employed. In any case, it is important to start with a set of values
and principles that are specific enough to be directive while open
ended enough to be flexible. Additionally the things that interest the
architect should be additive to the agenda of the client. A good archi tect 1 know once said that he always gives the client everything he or
she wants-and a whole lot more. The "whole lot more" is where we

Placemaking
The act of building is primarily concerned with the creation of
places for people. Community results from collective spaces tl1at
invite shared participation. Our buildings defin e til e public realm,
shape open spaces, mark thresholds and c reate transitions. We
start with the open space and put buildings around It rather than
the other way around .

try to open up opportunities.
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This project explores the co-hou sing model
as a safe environment for women and children
fleeing domestic abuse. It is located in an awkward infill site in a blue-collar neighborhood of
San Jose. Six shared houses consisting of four
suites and shared living, cooking and eating areas are gathered around a communal outdoor
space. A daycare and counseling facility stands
watch at the "front door" to the site. Careful consideration was given to the creation of thres holds of priva cy for the recovering families.

Reclaiming
Most contemporary planning can be cllaracterized by the accommodation of the automobile at the expense of almost II else. Our
site plans insist that cars be convenient but cont lned, b lancing
their impacts with other considerations. Where possible, p rklng
areas are co-opted for other activities: plaza, grove, m rl etpl ce
or play yard. We try to design play spaces that allow c rs to p ss
infrequently. The exclusive devotion of site area to move nd p rk
cars is a waste.
Alchemy
The chief aim of alchemy- a pseudo-science pr ctlced In lh
Middle Ages- was to turn base metals into gold. As modern -day
architects/alchemists, we embrace the ordln ry programs, leftover sites and modest construction budgets of our pr ctlce nd
seek to extract extraordinary and memorable results.
Possibility
We strive to create bui ldings and public sp ces th t tr nscend
program to provide comfortab le places to live one's life. Ide lly,
our buildings anticipate and accommod te cl1 nge, r use n
adaptation. We offer them as "frameworl s" to lnh bi t. s pi ces
of possibility.
Energy
We find that buildings that respond to cllm te re both n nvlronmental benefit and more uplifting places to lnh bit. W mploy
simple, time- honored techniques that reduce energy consumption and connect people to the natural phenomena of their pi ce.
In the California Desert, for Instance, we reintroduced the nclent
technique of wind towers fo r passive cooling.
Choreography
We arrange paths of movement through sequ
to enhance the experience of occup tlon. W f vor myst ry ov r
expediency, preferrin g discovery througll vlsu I contr st. t ctlllty,
sound and temperature.
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Indian well s Senior Hou si ng
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The design of Indian Well s w~ s guld d by two

the chlmn ys exhaust hot
valllng br e2 s.

Conclusion

thermal chimney

shaded outdoor room

living/ dining
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nlmorlon 11111111 on lh pr vlovs pogo by Joromy Ficco
Dvk Unlv ~ lty Sm rr Houso. Durham. NC

Towards a Green
Architecture
by Frank Harmon
•rank llorm0t1, PA fA, /1 n11 11110 i111e proje11oroj11rcbitecture 111 tbc N St11tc
Cnll 'g of rsign. f!du nlrd ri tlu Arr/)itectuml As1ociation in London, be is
prinripnl of •rmtk llnrmrm Arr!Jitm In R11leigb. Norrb C11rolina, tbc rCCijJicnt
ofnumerous regional rmd nrttional design awards.
Attbt OrJif/ oftl r 21st ntury, no dimmion ofrbe rele'Uimcc ofrlerign would
'" qmpln wltbl!ril flrlslrlrmtion ofmvironmentrtl r 1/JOIIIibi/ity. A ltbougb
r '''" fiWIIrtl!·biJINipo/1 lt1 br1vr prompter/ some arcbitects to r1pply r1 cbccklist
ofrnvironmemnl prrforman r Jtandflrrls ro building rlesigm, Harmon also seeks
a mort hnrmonlou1 integration ofduign quality, mviroflmC/It fll rcspomibility
ond ibe blflory of 1 piare. AI 1/nrmon explains, designers bavc tbc opportunity
ro rmm buildinp.l ti)fltllltrlirm tbr nlltrmt! tlementJ witbouttbc meofexcessive
tnnyzy. 11 b mvironmmu1/ rtspotuibility demrmdJ semitivity to tbc climrllc of
11 rrgion, appropriate 11f!plication of/oral materials, and tbougbtfu l pltlcement of
n buildinp. on ill silt. 1lamron point/ out I bat i{flr(bitcc/J consider tbc /mons of
grntrfltioru pflll, tbe will dhcofltr huildingJibatnnt only use less cucrgy hut r1rc
also more deli btf ul plnrcs to inb11bit.
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S111ce t11e lndust nal Revolution in the 1800s, architects have firml
believed in the power of technology to solve environmental pro •
Is ms. Architects solve problems of lighting. heating . cooling an
ventilation of bui ldings mechanically. We no longer deal with he t
and hum idity by opening the windows . Just the reverse: we clo
them up tight and crank up the AC . As post- Industrial Revolution
arch itects. we have "transform ed nature" by creating artificial em~
ronments, what the critic Reyner Banham called the "architecture of
the well-tempered environment."
Ironically, buildings built prior to the Industrial Revolution were vary
much in balance with nature and solved problems in a very natu·
ral way: buildings were smaller and, consequently, used less energ ';
windows opened ; construction materials were indigenous to the are
in which they were used. Today, instead of solving environment I
problems, architecture creates them. Our buildings use over 50 per
cent of all energ y created in the United States, consume one-third f
all the trees that are cut, and siphon 25 percent of the nation's fre
water. As a result, today·s arc hitects are searching for more high-tech
ways to use less energy. Yet to make our 21st century buildings more
environmentally responsible, we should not only look toward techn I

h

ogy, but we should start loo.king backward to lessons we can learn
rom pre- Industrial construction.
Speaking of pre-Industrial-on an August night several years ago, my
,. fe and 1 drove to Taxco, a silver mining town on the central plateau
1
Of Mexico . We got lost on poorly marked mounta1n roads, swerved to
truck while driving in a thunderstorm, and arnved at our hotel at
:.~~. shaken and exhausted. The ni~ht watchman showed us to our
2
·oom, w here we collapsed, barely not1c1ng our surroundings.
however, we awoke to discover sunlight saturating the
' d
A awn.
d ·11
· t'
f
d
uhrtewashed adobe walls of our room an 1 um1na 1ng a roo ma e
trunks Outside our room, a terrace overlooked the
gnarIe d tree
·
.
f Taxco. And from that vantage po1nt, we could see thousands
of ~~~be houses which seemed to grow from the hillside, melting into

o

rocky hills outside the town .

~

Sticks and Stones

d to the terrace wall were several green glass bottles of the

astene th ow away every day in the United States. Someone was
rt we r
.
.
·nes in the bottles, obv1ously canng for the plants each
rowing VI
.
t h f . h .
felt at home in this place, 1n contrast o t e ng ten1ng
""0~~~~~· the road leading to it. In Taxco we were surrounded by the

.

we
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on th e rocky plateau of Avignon, France. In Mexico, houses of woven
twigs neatly plastered with mud are deeply moving. We feel the same
kinship to materials in a log cabin, made from the very trees above it
that shade its roof.
Yet in 2004, we build quite differently. The architect Glenn Murcutt cre ates houses sublimely connected to the land of Au stralia, yet he then
uses sunscreens built in Norway and fireplaces imported from South
Africa. When I built my own house in North Carolina several years ago,
I was surprised to see a truck arrive at the construction site piled high
with steel roof beams manufactured in Texas. How strange that a roof
for my house, so carefully designed for the climate of Raleigh, came
from 1500 miles away, nearly in Mexico.
It was at that point, I believe, that I began to think locally. For an outdoor classroom on the Scuppernong River in Tyrrell County I specified
Atlantic white cedar, the same trees growing next to it in a black water
swamp. Atlantic white cedar has been used for generations in eastern
North Carolina to make shingled houses and shrimp boats because
of its strength and resistance to rot. The classroom's contractor, however, wanted to use western red cedar from British Columbia, 4000
miles away. It was cheaper, he argued. But, 1 countered, using a local
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material would reduce the pollution caused by transporting the red
cedar and encourage the growth of sustainable forests nearby. If
the forests are nearby, we'll be encouraged to take good care of
them. Besides , who wouldn't want to create a building in eastern
North Carolina that is as familiar and friendly as a shrimp boat?
Taxco is built of mud, sticks and the fronds of palm trees. Its buildings show the marks of their making like a clay pot shows the fingers
of th e potter who formed the bowl. Since the Industrial Revolution,
we have become detached from our environment and alienated
from our built structures because we can't relate to how they are
made. Yet I believe that, just as we feel a kinship to the maker of
a handmade clay pitcher whe·n we pour water from it, architects
can evoke a shared physical world if we design and construct our
buildings by adhering to those three simple principles so evident in
that little town in Mexico.

Energy
We are engaged today in a war on terrorism. If we are not to be vic tims of this war, we need to accept responsibility for it. Part of our

lllll!lill terrace overlooking the town ofTaxco

•IIIDti!D
•

series illustrating the building form as it is shaped
by the natural environmental conditions
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ntranc from c mpus

r SPOnsrbihty is our profll ate use of energy In the United States and the
e traordinary resources we expend to get that en rgy for our buildings.

that are being killed on our Blue Ridge Mountains from pollution from
coal-fired power plants?

If we must turn tot chnology to conserve energy. we will fi nd it available.
Photovoltaic cells on rooftops, for example, can convert the warmth
of the sun tnto electricity, lighting the rooms below. Geothermal wells
I c
In the round
low a f ctory or office can use the constant
rth t mp r tur to ,, t nd cool the workspace. My office is currently designing an Oc an Sci nc Teaching Center to be located in
Beaufort, North Carolina, where for two centuries traditional buildings
have collected the ocean breeze by facing Into the wind. Our building
faces Into the wind also. and with geothermal wells, a photovoltaic
rooftop, and a wind turbine it will generate all the energy the center
needs for lighting, cooling. and laboratory equipment. The teaching
c nt r will use 50 perc nt less energy than normal building because
tiS wrndows o n to porches that shade the walls and catch the
southwest summer breeze.

For many people, energy conservative design is synonymous with
thick walls and small windows. "Efficient" buildings mean boring
buildings. Yet nothing could be farther from the truth . Sustainable
design doesn't mean bland design. Look at the old houses of
Charleston, South Carolina, to see what I mean. Charleston's original planter families wanted their brick mansions to recall English
country houses. Before long, however, they noticed that their
slaves were more comfortable in the hot, humid summer than
they were. Modeled on African houses, the slaves' cabins had
porches and were one room deep, allowin g the evening breeze
to flow through the structure. Unlike the brick mansions, those
wood cabins didn't hold the heat at night. Thus the Charleston
"single" house evolved: one room deep with porches opening to
walled gardens. And they are as desirable and comfo rtable today as
they were then.

Of course. buildings th t conserve energy cos t more to build. The
Oc an Science Teaching Center will cost about 15 percent more than
a conv ntional building. Bu t compare that to what It costs for our military to make oil safe for SUVs. The science c nt r will p y for Its extra
cost rn less than five ye rs. How long will It tak to r place the trees
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In Taxco, thick adobe walls temper the hot summer sun and release
it Into the rooms at night when the air is cool. As we learn to us
energy more wi sely, the air around us will be fresher and cleaner, and
we'll want to open the windows.

Mother Earth
If we could point to one single thing that has had the most profound
effect on the landscape as we know it today, it would have to be the
bulldozer. Where once we had only mules and shovels to move earth
now earth-moving machines flatten hills, fill valleys and clear forests'
for building sites. We are just beginning to realize the harm bulldozers have caused . In North Carolina our rivers and sounds, the second greatest estaurine system in North America, are dying-and not
because of lost wetlands or storm run-off from Wai -Mart parking lots.
The destruction of forests , which slow and absorb the rain , is killing
this estuarine system .
In Taxco, the building sites were made by man and donkeys. Each
rock ledge and declivity inspired creative building because the earth
could not be moved. As individual as the houses are, the town 's landscape enjoys a unity akin to a vine growing over rocks.
In the South, rural fields contain houses and barns built of flimsy materials, yet they seem as at home in their place as cows standing in a
meadow. Farmers, not architects, designed and constructed these
houses and barns , yet today we cannot build as well as those farm ers, wh o were forced to respect the land and the natural landscape
without b enefit of bulldozers.
1believe that we , as architects, are ethically challenged to design and
build in such a way that enhances the land-that makes it better than
the way we found it. And I'm not arguing for a retreat from technology,
but, rather, for a more profound use of it. So how can we, in the age
of the Internet, air conditioning, and photovoltaics, create the sense
of wonder found in a thatched hut in Mexico? Good architecture lives
n complicity with our senses . Ultimately, architecture is measured by
1
simple things. like sunlight sparkling in a coffee cup. For architects,
the act of building should be an act of caring. By building sustainably,
1n the words of the late Sam Mockbee, "What we build are shelters for
the soul as well as houses for our bodies ."
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The Relevance
of Relevance
Pau~ Tesar
A native ofVienna, A ustritl, where he studied architecture at the T U Wien
and received the professio nrd degree "DtPfomingenieur," Pout Tesar, Ph.D. bas
practiced in a number ofoffices in Vienna and Lugano, Switzerfand. Tesar is
o professor ofarcbitecture at the NC State Colfege ofDesign, and his presmt
teaching, research, and scholtlrship centers on on understanding ofarchitecture as
a public and socird tlrt. \Vith his following exmnination ofrelevallce, Professor
Tesar continues work first explored in his dissertation, examining the work of
thephilnsopher Alfred Schiitzfor its applicability to architectural theory, and
proposes tl theoretical basis for tbepossibility ofintersubjectivity in tlrchitectural
expression. Tbrough an examination ofboth current and historical precedent,
Professor Tesar supports the power ofrefevance in the practice ofarcbitecture, and
its essential place in contemporary cu!wre.

.·
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"Form is a language, and that language shou ld be intelligible to us: we
yearn for intelligibility and therefore for expression. Part of modern
anxiety is due to the lack of legitimate expressiveness, because we
are surrounded by secretive things that deny us the communion that
we think should naturally appear in the work of man in space." '
Eladio Dieste

Introduction
This express1on of senous concern, stated by the great Uruguayan
architect Eladio Dieste a few years before his death in 2000, proposes
an idea that must strike many among us as a peculiar anachronism in
today's aesthetic climate: that architectural expression actually could
have-no, should have- something like a moral dimension, a dimension that transcends the secrecy of architectural expression. This
secrecy could result either from a predominantly private, subjective
and idiosyncratic "language" (if that is not an oxymoron), or perhaps
from a muteness that resides at the opposite end of the spectrum,
from a neutrality and interchangeability of form that is devoid of content, meaning, or passion. Both have the potential to deprive us of
the intelligibility and legitimate expressiveness of architecture, either
because we don't understand what is there, or because there is nothing there to be understood.

something like the moral imperative of re levance, the soil from which
all these other qualities and potential relationships grow.

Dieste's first concern, that "part of modern anxiety is due to the lack
of legitimate expressiveness" (my emphasis), may be rooted in part in
the convictions that inform his own architecture. He was a master of
reinforced masonry construction, and a kindred spirit to such architects as Pier Luigi Nervi and Felix Candela. The architectural expression of their buildings, based on an inherent logic of structure, material
and construction, seemed to leave little to the volition of the designer,
if we define it as a form of unlimited freedom of the whims and vagaries of an ego. It offered instead much for the creative spirit to be
discovered within the depth of a language of matter, and challenged
the imagination to find ways to make its hidden inner beauty apparent

Relevance and Experience
Imagine going to a concert or a theater performance and as we listen
to the music, or watch the play unfold, we start to feel that what we
hear or see does not seem to interest us, that our attention seems to
be wandering to otl1er "irre levant" things in our immediate surroundings. We start to wonder whether we have not made a mistake in
attending this performance at all, because it does not seem to be
addressed to us, or to what we care about, that we somehow seem
to have landed in someone else's world.

to our senses.
But it is the second assertion, that "we are surrounded by secretive
things that deny us the communion that we think should naturally
appear," that interests us primarily in the present context. It seems to
proclaim something like a bas1c human nght to architectural expression that is naturally relevant and engaging, without a .need for theory
to understand any secretive code that informs it. Dieste is not talking about beauty, or taste, or appeal-connections to things that are
always at least partially subjective-but about someth1ng more fun damental: that any expression of architectural form Will never have
a chance to affect us if it does not reach us first. He is talking about

What we experience in a situation like this is not so much an issue of
like or dislike, of approval or disapproval, of agreement or disagreement, but rather a kind of indifference that arises from a sense of
disconnection. In th e realm of aesthetic experience even fee lings of
aversion, disagreement, or rejection, arise from a relationship- in this
case simply a negatively colored one- and are as such a constructive
part of the give and take of living. Apathy and incomprehension, on
the other hand, point to the exact opposite, the lack of any "com munion". Aversion or disagreement is the result of a confrontation, a
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form of encounter. It is loaded with directed energy, it can be developed and transformed, sometim es even into its opposite . Apathy and
unintelligibility, by contrast, are dull, lifeless, and empty. They are th e
consequence of the fact th at something has remained inert and has
not passed that all-important threshold of relevance, the entry gate
to our being .
Relevance- the condition that something connects with us and a
given matter at hand, that it affects how we think , feel, and act, or
simply that we care at all- is probably the most fundamental screening device of human experience. Things and events in our life that
do not pass this threshold literally "do not exist" for all intents and
purposes, at least not for us. We filter them out and ignore them , and
they remain obscure and unimportant. They may be "there", but they
do not enter our world.
Why do we need such a filter of selection and discernment? We need
it because it protects us from the overwhelming amount and complexity of information in our environment, in other words from sensory
and cognitive overload. The limited capacities of our central nervous
system, our mind, and our memory simply do not allow us to register, to remember, and to "process" everything that exists and occurs
around us. The vast majority of what potentially would be there for
us to perceive and to attend to bounces off and remains in the dark.
The selective spotlight of relevance directs our attenti on to things that
matter, that have significance for our condition, our existence-and,
more immediately, for "the situation at hand".
Relevance also arises from the fact that experience in the present
does not occur in a vacuum. We have no other choice than to experience all "new" experiences in th e natural context of our past experiences, particularly experiences with similar things or situations. What
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we know and remember helps us makes sense of what we experience now-of what use would it be otherwise? Our memory of past
experiences is projected into the present in the form of expectation
and, if met, allows us to deal with something in an expected and routine way. Being able to do this at least some of the time liberates our
limited energy and capacity to attend to situations that require all of
what we have to give: to that which we didn't expect, to that which
surprises us.
Clearly we need a mix of both, the familiar and the new, in our experience. A world consisting predominantly of familiar things would lack
sufficient stimulation, would be too comfortable to keep us alert, would
soon become predictable and boring , and perhaps even prompt us to
rebel against it with random and irrational acts to create artificial chal lenges. Too much newness, on the other hand, would have the opposite effect: unable to cope with a constant onslaught of new information we would start to feel confused and perhaps even threatened.
We would feel disconnected from our surroundings not because we
are lulled into boredom, but because nothing would seem to connect
with anything we know. We would have to disengage ourselves from
our surroundings to protect us from info rmation overload and react
with apathy. If too much fami liarity disconnects us because there is
no need to pay attention. too much newness disconnects us because
we don't have enough attention to spare.
We should remember that such notions as the familiar and the new,
expectation and surprise, habit and originality, convention and creativity, the ordinary and the extraordinary-all manifestations of a groundto-figure relationship-are best thought of as word pairs, because
one concept cannot really be defined without the other. The figure
becomes invisible w ithout the ground. Thus the ground always will be

you or to me specifically, but only to "us" generally and typically: to our
shared frames of reference, to our shared memories , to our shared
humanity, to the fabric that establishes th e communicative commu nity that binds us together above and beyond all of our differences
specific interests, and individual identities.
'

the dominant part, and if the figure of the surprising somehow grows
into the expected, a situation we seem to be fac ing with increasing
frequency today, then (what used to be) expectation simply turns into
surprise-there is no escape from this. Ludwig Wittgenstein once put
it most succinctly and humorously this way: "When I came home 1
expected a surprise and there was no surprise fo r me, so, of course,
1 was

su rprised."

There are further things to consider regarding the problem of rel evance of architectural expression. In distinction to most other arts
architecture typically occupies public space, which makes it not only.
the most public but also the most unavoidable of all the arts. While
we choose our contact with other arts, architecture, as a constituent
part of our everyday experience, imposes Itself on us, all of us. regardless of whether we know or don't know, whether we are interested
or not. Other arts select their publics to a much higher degree- their
aud1ences tend to be informed and interested, in other words usually
eqwpped w1th prior specific knowledge, interpretive motivation, and
therefore a certain predisposition for relevance- which is not the case
for architecture. Architecture rarely is experienced as a "framed thing"
like a painting in a gallery, a sculpture on a pedestal, or a musical'
or th.eatrical performance- a "framed event". We typically encounter
arch itecture as a quotidian reality and most often will not honor it with
our foc used attention, to stop to figure out, or even to decipher, what
1t IS, what It means, let alone what the architect might have meant.

2

Relevance and Architecture
Relevance is not a fixed relationship, but one that changes with our
situation. What is relevant at one time may not be at another, what
is relevant to me may not be relevant to you. If this is true then it
raises the legitimate question why we should bother with the problem of relevance in architecture at all. How could we possibly know
what is relevant to whom? Architecture does not have a known "audience" to address. Architecture tends to survive its clients and users,
whose relevance-predispositions we might be able to ascertain, and
typically exists in the public realm , where it is experienced by a broad
cross-section of humanity. The "audience" of architecture, if there is
such a thing at all, is essentially anonymous and unknowable, and
the relevance of architectural expression therefore cannot be specific.
Architectural expression, if it should choose to do so, cannot relate to
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ing could be further from th e truth. We will either perceive it as
naturally relevant, pertin ent to our situation and comprehensible with
the interpretive equipment we bring to it from our past, or we won't.
Architecture, unlike the "purer" and "fin er" arts, li ke music, poetry, or
painting, is also typically tied to a utilitarian substrate, which becomes
the first and inescapable context fo r the relevance of its expressive
ambitions. It is not just an art; it is the art of building. As such the
products of architecture normally do not belong to the artist, as would
be the case with a (non-commissioned) painting, poem, or piece of
music. Whatever else the products of architecture may be, they are
also the outcome of a professional service, which has legal and ethi cal responsibi lities not only to the c lient, for whom relevan ce may be
given prima facie, but also to the public at larg e. Like the professions
of medicine or law, which cannot see themselves only as hired guns
for the interests of a patient or a defendant in a court case, but also as
advocates for the public interest in health and justice in general, archi tecture as a profession has similar responsibilities vi s-a-vis th e public
realm, a fact that should impose some degree of restraint to the liberal
pursuit of personal and private interests of the architect o r a client.
Finally architecture, by desig n or by default, builds th e stage for our
communal, social, and public life, as it happens in public spaces and
public buildings- it is a public art. More than any other art it has the
opportunity to express, to make tangible and comprehensible, the val ues and aspirations we share , the ideas that should last, the ideals we
believe in . For some, like Oieste, thi s opportunity seems to be tantamount to a mandate, a moral imperative. Relevance of architectural
expression is not a luxury, but a necessity, if architecture as a discipline
is to remain a relevant part of public life, an ambition that is increasingly
covered up by other priorities in recent architectural production .
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Relevance and The Building of Art
Imagine a wreck that resulted from the crash of a stealth bomber, an
express train , and an ocean liner, with dismembered triangular airplane wings, jackknifed railroad cars, and the hull of a stnktng vessel
with twi sted scraps of metal jutting into the air. img01
This calamity happened, of all places, in the suburbs of Klagenfurt, a
quiet and charming provincial capital in the mountains of Austna. But
things are not always what they seem. This monstrous pile of artfully composed high-class rubble of uncertain provenance or purpose
turns out to be nothing more than the administration building of a local
bank. It is a relatively recent creation of Morphosis' Thom Mayne, one
of the brightest stars in California's architectural sky, whose bu1ld1ng
has afforded this small European country the opportunity to finally
free itself from the architectural backwoods.
The first thing that strikes one about the building is that it seems to be
at pains to avoid any horizontal or vertical lines, and partic~larly those
wicked trappings of all conventional architecture, the nght angles
between them. It can't be quite consistent in this respect, of course,
because the floors of offices and the shafts of elevators still seem
to prefer horizontal and vertical planes , but they are cleverly hidden
behind a precariously tilted facade of perforated sheet metal, perhaps
to express the internal drama of an office building where people shuffle paper and stare into computer screens all day. Needless to say,
the building does not even faintly resemble anyth1ng 1n 1ts subur~an
surroundings, a fact that has to be noted as a definite advantage tn a
place that could be mistaken for the typical American mumb.le-jumble
of faceless shopping malls, franchise restaurants, gas stat1ons, and
parking lots.

shared experience. Unlike art, whi ch we can choose to con sume or
to avoid, public architecture imposes itself on us and thu s cannot be
just a matter of the architect's or a client's desire for idiosyncratic
expression. Unlike art, its language cannot be simply proclaimed or
invented at will. People were shocked by Laos's building not because
they did not understand what it meant, but exactly because they did.
The "Looshaus" is a good example of architecture as "the art of build ing" because it is eager to participate in the built culture of the city. It
uses an idiom that makes it comprehensible as wh at It is (an apartment building on top of a store) and is highly site -specific. In spite
of the radicalism of its architectural expression, which can be best
appreciated if one compares it to its contemporary neighbor to the
left, img 06 it accepts the lot lines of the block, the levels of the adjoining cornices, and the square with its buildings as givens. It does not
just use the surroundings as an incidental backdrop to offset its own
difference, it responds and contributes to the whol e, works within an
established expressive system . stretches the language of architecture,
as it was understood at the tim e, but does not abandon or replace it.
Even in his most provocative buildings Loos saw architecture always
as a public and collective, and not primarily as a private and subjective
form of expression . As much as Loos used writing for the exposition
of his ideas, he hardly ever used it to explain his architecture. He did
not have to. The challenging and provocative relevance of th e external
appearance of many of his buildings, often in stark contrast to their
internal sense of comfort, was obvious .

and smashes and crashes. For thousands of years architects have
struggled with the aesthetic question of "appropriate form", a term
that implies a concern for relevance. Now it seems to be enough to
be arbitrary, as long as one is consistently arbitrary in a personal and
recognizable way.

Relevance and The Art of Building
In this context 1 have to agree with an important distinction Adolf Laos,
the enfant terrible of Viennese turn-of-the-century avant-garde architecture made in '1 9'1 0. Perhaps at least partially in response to the public criti~ism of his controversial apartment building on Michaelerplatz
in the historic center of Vienna, his austere protest against the vapid
historic eclecticism of his time, img os he proclaimed:
I

"The building has to be liked by everybody. This is in contrast to the work of art. which does not have to be liked by
anybody. The work of art is a private matter for the artist.
The building is not. The work of art IS brought tnto the world
without a need for it. The building satisfies a need. The work
of art is responsible to no one; the building is responsible to
everyone. The work of art wants to tear people out of their
state of comfort. The building has to serve comfort. The work
of art is revolutionary; the building is conservative. The work
of art shows mankind new directions and thinks of the future.
4
The building thinks of the present."

This is perhaps where part of the problem lies today. Many of the best
artists of our time have become increasingly disenchanted with, and
even cynical about, our culture. They seek to either distance themselves from it and withdraw into an iconoclastic realm of their own
making , or reflect it in an expressively heightened form to hold a sort
of mirror up to the rest of us.

While it may not be exactly a matter of being liked by everyone,
and leading architecture to the lowest common denomtnator, Lo~s
s to underscore architecture's responstbtlity toward the public
seem which it both occupies and deftnes.
·
Th ere ·1t b ecomes one of
I
·
·
·t bl
I
t f
ream,
the many building blocks of the ctty and an 1nev1 a e e emen o our
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standing and insight, equate something with something else that we
commonly would not think of in the given context. They render the
subject under consideration in a fresh and poetic way, jolting us out of
our habits of perception and thinking. They make us look or listen up.
Metaphors depend on a certain degree of tension between "frame
and focus", with our conventional expectations of hell being the frame,
and the "lake of ice" the focus in Dante's metaphor.
The success of Dante's metaphor depends in equal parts on the fact
that he could count on certain conventional notions of "hell" in our
heads, as he could count on our familiarity with icy lakes He also had
the correct intuition that these two notions, while perhaps baffling
at first sight, can be brought into a relevance relationship with one
another. The two concepts are sufficiently far apart to create tension,
but not so far apart that a connection would become impossible.
Suppose Dante would have instead called hell an "astruc" or a
"broom". He certainly would have gotten our attention, but for the
wrong reasons and with no results. In the first case no original insight,
no transformation of our consciousness would be possible because
nobody knows what an "astruc" (an arbitrary word without meaning)
is. In the second case no expansion of our idea of hell would occur
because the two concepts- hell and a broom, no matter what con nection the author might see there-are too far apart for us to link.
Much like some of the attention-grabbing buildings addressed above,
they would be in their own way irrelevant and therefore remain mute
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and inert.
In literature, in architecture, and in life in general, relevance is the bottom line. Without it not much of what we do really matters. 11..
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~os~ng
NC State's College of Design is a collection of five design disciplines: Architecture, Art and Design, Graphic Design, Industrial Design ,
and Landscape Architecture. In a college of such diversity, it seemed appropriate that the focus of The Student Publication would be
broader than that of many other Design publications. And although eac h of the editors for Volume 31 is a graduate student in the School
of Architecture, each has a background outside of the Design disciplines: one in English, one in Art Stu dies , one in Art and History.
In 1keeping with our subject. we felt that the process of creating a publication about relevance would be as important as the final product.
We wanted to do more than create a publication of seductive projects and sleek images. Two interdi sc iplinary forums were held during the early planning stages of the publication to glean ideas from the within the College of Design community. Professors from each
discipline were Invited to participate in an open forum to discuss the topic of Relevance in ord er to provide insight into their respective
disciplines through their professional and personal experi ences. Excerpts from these forums can be found throughout the publication.
Special thanks to College of Design faculty who participated
in the interdisciplinary forums for Volume 31:
Bryan Bell, Archi tecture
Gail Borden, Architecture
Tony Brock, Graphic Design
Denise Gonzales Crisp, Graphic Design
Jeremy Flcca, Architecture
Bryan Laffitte, Industria l Design
Fernando Magallanes, Landscape Architecture
Lope Max Diaz, Art and Design
Wendy Redfield, Architecture
Kristen Schaffer, Architecture
Achva Benzinberg Stein, Landscape Arc hitecture
Dana Raymond, Art and Design
Special thanks as well to the Publication Campaign Committee led by Steve Schuster, AlA , (1 973) of Clearscapes and David Ramseur,
AlA, (1968) of Ramseur-Peterson Arch itects. The committee included John Cort, Al A, {1967), Ligon Flyn n, FAI A. (1959), Don Lee, FAIA ,
{1961), Wes McClure, FAIA, {1969), and Lloyd Walter, FAIA, (1 960).
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rev~ew
The true strength of any artifact such as the Student Publication lies not only in its ability to record the immediacy of the surrounding
Design dialogue, but also in its ability to help pave the pathway for future dialogues and discussions within the Design community.
With the revi val of The Student Publication in 2003 came the need for reflection and recollection- the need to evaluate our future
course by first documenting the past. Volume 30 became a timestamp that recorded the Design benchmarks within the 20th century
while building a foundation for future discussion as we enter the 21st century. This second installment of the revived publication has
then addressed the timely question regarding the relevance of Design; knowing that first, one must reestablish the focus back to the
designers, and their existence as a measurable, necessary, and significant force in society. This volume provides a transition into the
new c entury, for it has graciously taken on the responsibility of surveying our changing landscape, taking into consideration t he ddltlon
of one of the greatest advances in design technology-the personal computer. As this publication has proven, Design Is, has been, nd
W11l, remain relevant within the minds of those who choose to embrace the possibilities it poses for the future.
With the past and present condition of the 21st century now recorded, the need to embrace the future is both Imminent and app rent.
The intent of Volume 32 of The Student Publication is to focu s on the necessity of Designers to embrace this new future without hesitation
and without apo logies, yet always with a sincerity and respect for the opportunities the past has created.
In 1909, the poet Filippo Marinetti initiated the well-known literary movement of Futurism with his manifesto Le Futurlsme. TillS m nlf to,
among many others written, was a definitive call for revolutionary, collaborative action from all artists in the fi elds of architecture, art,
dance, music, and the graphic arts. The discussion on new advances in industrialization and technology had reached a new plnnacl ,
resulti ng in numerous debates concerning man 's relationship to (and reliance upon) the machine. Similarly, with our rell nee on th
co mputer (as a machine? as a tool? as our Designer?) and the world-wide-web, we find ourselves grappling with these same question
What is o ur relationship to these objects, and how has their dominance effected the direction of the Design professions?

Volume 32 of The Student Publication will follow in the approach established by th e Futurists, by first embrac ing the excltln new
possibilities that this technology can bring. While we must always be mindful of the abuse, misdirection, and callousness th t n w
technologies can create, we must not allow ourselves to be crippled by our own unwillingness to chang e. This volume argues that ev n
w1 h the chang ing landscape, design has relevance. The celebration of these changes, the desire for orlginali1y, and the embrace of new
technology now must be admired and sought.
And in so doing, a "New Futurism" may be discovered.
Jason Toth
Editor, Volume 32
The Student Publication of the College of Design
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